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Abstract When charged particle beams traverse in an accelerating structure, the excited wake fields

may dilute the beam energy spread and emittance. In order to estimate the wake field effects on the

beam dynamics properly, it is very important to calculate the wake fields precisely. In this paper, the

calculation methods of the short range, middle long range and super long range wake fields in constant

gradient structures are systematically studied, and the expression of the super long range longitudinal wake

field is first given. In addition, the wake fields for the BEPC/ Linac’s disk-loaded structures are calculated

by using analytical methods and various computer codes, the consistency and some deviations of the results

obtained by different calculation methods are also discussed.
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1 Introduction

When charged particle beams traverse in a disk-

loaded structure, the wake fields induced by the head

particles in a bunch (or the upstream bunches in a

bunch train) will act on the tail particles in a bunch

(or the downstream bunches in a bunch train), which

may deteriorate the beam qualities. Longitudinal

wake field can affect the energy and energy spread

and transverse wake field can cause emittance dilu-

tion.

In order to estimate the wake field effects on the

beam performance properly, it is very important to

evaluate the wake fields in the accelerating structures

precisely. In this paper, the calculation methods of

the short range, middle long range and super long

range wake fields in constant gradient structures are

systematically studied, and the expression of super

long range longitudinal wake field is first given. In

addition, the wake fields of the BEPC/ Linac’s acce-

lerating structures are calculated by using analytical

methods and various computer codes, such as ABCI
[1]

and MAFIA
[2]

, the consistency and some deviations

of the results obtained by different calculation me-

thods are also discussed.

2 Basic equations

When a point charge travels through a disk loaded

structure, the wake potentials can be written as the

sum over all of the synchronous cavity modes
[3—6]
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i.e.,
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where a is the aperture of the beam hole, β the nor-

malized particle’s velocity, ϕ the azimuthal angle, r

and rq the transverse positions of the test charge and

the exciting charge respectively, ωmn the frequency of

the resonant mode n, kmn and Rmn the loss factor per

unit length and the shunt impedance per unit length

at r = a respectively, Ezmn the amplitude of the lon-

gitudinal electric field, Qmn the quality factor, Umn

the energy stored in the cavity, and vgn the group

velocity. The factor (1− vgn/βc) in Eq. (3) is often

ignored in the traveling wave structures due to the

very low group velocity. For example, the group ve-

locity of the accelerating mode for BEPC/ Linac’s

structures is changed from 0.0204c to 0.0065c along a

structure, which is much smaller than the light speed

c and can be ignored. The modes for m = 0,1, · · · are

called monopole, dipole and so on.

Since the charged particles usually move very close

to the axis, r/a and rq/a in Eqs. (1) and (2) will be

very small, and the longitudinal and transverse wake

potentials are dominated by the monopole and dipole

modes, respectively. If the azimuthal angle ϕ is cho-

sen to be 0◦, Eqs. (1) and (2) can be rewritten as
[3—6]

W||(s)=
∑

n

2k0ne
−

ω0ns

2Q0nβc cos(
ω0ns

βc
), s > 0, (4)

W⊥(s)= r
rq

a
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n

2
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−
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2Q1nβc sin(
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(5)

Three points should be kept in mind in this paper.

First, we only consider monopole and dipole modes

in the wake field calculations. Second, we only con-

sider the calculation method of delta wake potentials

instead of the bunch length dependent wake fields.

And third, the calculation results given in this paper

are all for β=1. Some methods mentioned in this pa-

per can also be used to calculate the wake fields for

β <1. In addition, it is worth to note that the group

velocity damping effect is not included in all of the

equations in this section.

3 Short range wake field

In the short range wake field calculation, the con-

stant gradient structure can be regarded as a con-

stant impedance structure with average dimensions,

so one can consider only one cavity period. For the

short range wake field with s ≪ a, one has to find

cavity modes with frequencies higher than the cutoff

frequency ω ≫ c/a
[7]

, and in this case the short range

wake field can only be obtained by the impedance

analysis method. For the short range wake field with

s∼ a, the contributions of cavity modes with frequen-

cies higher than the cutoff frequency can be neglected,

one can only consider cavity modes with frequencies

lower than the cutoff frequency, which can be solved

by the numerical method. Besides the impedance

analysis method and the numerical method, the pill-

box approximation method
[5]

developed by J. GAO

can also be used to calculate the short range wake

field without any limitation to s and β.

3.1 Impedance analysis method

Usually, the high frequency longitudinal and

transverse impedances of the disk-loaded accelerat-

ing structure can be generalized as
[8, 9]
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with k = ω/c being the wave number, g the gap

length, L the period length, and Z0 ≈ 377Ω. The

parameter α can be represented as α≈ 1−α1(γ)1/2
−

(1−2α1)γ with α1 = 0.4648 and γ = g/L. Using the

Fourier transformation in Eq. (6), we can write the

short range wake fields as
[8]
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with H(s) = 1 for s > 0, and 0 for s < 0. On the

other hand, K. Bane developed another fitted model,

which has the same form as Eq. (7) with a better ac-

curacy when 0 6 s/L 6 0.16, 0.34 6 a/L 6 0.69 and
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0.54 6 g/L 6 0.89
[8, 10]

, i.e.,
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Both the generalized Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) can be

used to calculate the short range wake fields of the

SLAC-like disk-loaded structure.

3.2 Pill-box approximation method

Each cell of the disk-loaded structure can be re-

garded as a single pill-box cavity, so the characte-

ristics of the disk-loaded structure can be given by

making some modifications to the analytical expres-

sions of one single pill-box cavity. Usually, the ge-

neral expression of the loss factor kmnl for the TMmnl

mode can be given by Eq. (16) in Ref. [5]. After ob-

taining the loss factors and the angular frequencies of

monopole and dipole modes respectively, one can get

the short range wake fields by substituting the results

into Eqs. (4) and (5).

3.3 Numerical method

Computer codes ABCI, TBCI
[11]

, TRANSVERSE
[12]

and KN7C
[13]

can be used to calculate the wake fields

when s is not much smaller than a. The advantage

of the numerical method is that it can be used to

obtain the wake fields of some complicated structures

very quickly, which cannot be solved by analytical

methods.

3.4 Short range wake field for the BEPC///

Linac

For short range wake fields of the BEPC/ Linac,

the disk-loaded structure can be regarded as a con-

stant impedance structure with the average dimen-

sions of a = 0.012m, g = 0.029m, L = 0.035m,

b = 0.041m. When β = 1, the short range longitu-

dinal and transverse wake potentials can be shown in

Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively.

Fig. 1. Short range longitudinal wake potential

for BEPC/ Linac.

Fig. 2. Short range transverse wake potential

for BEPC/ Linac.

By comparing the two figures, one can get the fol-

lowing conclusions:

1) When s ≪ a, the agreement of the impedance

method and the pill-box method is very good for both

longitudinal and transverse wake potentials. While

the difference of the numerical method by ABCI from

the other methods is very large, this is because the

cavity modes with frequencies higher than the cut-

off frequency are not included in the numerical ABCI

method, which exceeds the capability of ABCI.

2) For the longitudinal wake potential, all of the

methods agree well except for some small deviations

which can be accepted when s≫ 0.5a, but there is a

relative big disagreement of the pill-box method from

other methods when s is not much smaller than a but

smaller than 0.5a, this is due to the overestimation

of the detuning effect for cavity modes with higher

frequencies.

In addition, we can see there is a small oscilla-

tion of longitudinal short range wake potential calcu-
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lated by pill-box method, and the amplitude of the

oscillation decreases as s increases. When s∼ a, the

amplitude of the oscillation decreases to almost zero.

Fig. 3 shows the wake potentials calculated by the

pill-box method with different upper limit of the cal-

culated cavity modes’ frequencies. The wavelength of

the oscillation also varies when the upper limit of the

calculated cavity modes’ frequencies changes. Fur-

thermore, the frequency corresponding to the wave-

length of the oscillation is almost equal to the up-

per limit frequency of the calculated cavity modes.

The appearance of the oscillation is due to the over-

estimation of the loss factors for the cavity modes

with higher frequencies, while the decreasing of the

amplitude as increasing the s is due to the detuning

effect.

Fig. 3. Short range longitudinal wake potential

calculated by pill-box approximation method

with different frequency upper limit.

3) For the transverse wake potential, when s is not

much smaller than a and not larger than 0.5a (about

0.16L), the impedance method with Eq. (8) and the

numerical ABCI method agree well, the small diffe-

rence of the pill-box method from other methods is

due to the overestimation of the detuning effect for

cavity modes with higher frequencies.

When s > 0.5a, the agreement between any two

methods is not reasonably good. Because s > 0.5a

is not within the parameter range of validity of

impedance method with Eq. (8), this method is

not right any more. The difference between the

pill-box method and the numerical ABCI method

when s > 0.5a is almost constant, which is about

1000V/pC/m2. Considering the kick factor of the

first dipole mode calculated by each method, we

find the kick factor of the first dipole mode calcu-

lated by ABCI is about 1350V/pC/m2, and is about

925V/pC/m2 for the pill-box method. This will re-

sult in a difference of 850V/pC/m2 between the short

range wake fields calculated by the pill-box method

and the numerical ABCI method when s > 0.5a. So

we think the difference between these two methods

is caused by the cavity modes with lower frequen-

cies. In addition, we also calculated the kick factor

of the first dipole mode by MAFIA, which is about

1175V/pC/m2, and is almost equal to the average

value of 1350V/pC/m2 and 925V/pC/m2. Therefore,

when s > 0.5a, we think the average of the wake fields

calculated by the pill-box method and the numerical

ABCI method is right.

4) Analyzing the conclusions 1) to 3), we know the

pill-box method overestimates the loss factors and the

detuning effect of the cavity modes with higher fre-

quencies, and underestimates the kick factors of the

cavity modes with lower frequencies; while the nu-

merical ABCI method overestimates the kick factors

of the cavity modes with lower frequencies and do not

have the capability to calculate cavity modes with

frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency. The

impedance analysis method with Eq. (7) and Eq. (8)

can be used to calculate the short range longitudinal

wake potential without limitation of s and transverse

wake potential with s ≪ 0.5a, and Eq. (8) can also

be used to calculate the short range transverse wake

potential when s is not much smaller than a and not

larger than 0.5a.

It is worth to note that the above conclusions can

be applied in SLAC-like disk-loaded structures, and

need to be verified when they are applied in other

kinds of disk-loaded structures.

4 Middle long range wake field

If the wake field to be calculated is in the region of

L 6 s≪βcTf, it can be called middle long range wake

field. Tf is the filling time of the whole structure.

4.1 Middle long range wake field with s ∼L

When s is not much larger than L, the constant

gradient structure can still be regarded as a constant
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impedance structure. In addition, both the damping

factor e
−

ω1ns

2Q1nβc and the contributions of cavity modes

with frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency can

still be neglected in Eqs. (4) and (5). Both the pill-

box method and the numerical method can be used to

calculate the middle long range wake field with s∼L.

The longitudinal and transverse middle long range

wake fields with s∼ L for the BEPC/ Linac’s disk-

loaded structures are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, re-

spectively. In our ABCI calculation, one cavity pe-

riod and flat shape approximation of the disk nose

are used, the characteristic bunch length σz is 1mm,

and only the wake field in 0 < s < 1.5m is calculated.

In the MAFIA calculation, E module is used to cal-

culate the dispersion curve, and then the loss factors

and the frequencies of the synchronous modes can be

found.

Fig. 4. Middle long range longitudinal wake po-

tential with s∼L for BEPC/ Linac.

Fig. 5. Middle long range transverse wake po-

tential with s∼L for BEPC/ Linac.

By analyzing Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the following con-

clusions can be obtained:

1) For the longitudinal wake potential, all of the

results show very good agreement when L 6 s 6 10L;

while for the transverse wake potential, only when

L 6 s 6 5L the agreement is good. In addition, when

s∼L the agreement between the results of ABCI and

MAFIA calculations further confirms that the contri-

butions of cavity modes with frequencies higher than

the first several cavity modes can be neglected for the

calculation of long range wake fields.

2) When s > 10L, neither the pill-box method

nor the numerical method using ABCI can be ap-

plied. For the pill-box method, the peaks of the

wake potential appear earlier or later than those got

from ABCI and MAFIA, which is due to the large

frequency approximation errors between the real disk-

loaded structure and the closed pill-box cavity. For

example, the frequencies of the first monopole and

dipole modes calculated by the pill-box method are

2776MHz and 4424MHz, while they are 2856MHz

and 4229MHz by MAFIA. If we want to improve

the accuracy of the pill-box method, the effect of

the beam hole on the resonant frequency must be

included in the frequency calculation of the cavity

modes, this work can be done by some codes like

MAFIA, HFSS
[14]

and so on. While for the nume-

rical ABCI method, the wake potential damps very

fast to a lower level, since there is some frequency

spread for each synchronous mode in ABCI results.

For example, Fig. 6 shows the dk/df dependence on

the longitudinal mode’s frequency of the cell with

the average dimensions. The effect of the frequency

Fig. 6. dk/df dependence on the longitudinal

mode’s frequency.
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spread in ABCI is caused by the algorithm of Fourier

analysis, and just like the detuning effect in constant

gradient structure. If we want to mitigate the ef-

fect of the frequency spread and obtain the discrete

frequency and the corresponding loss factor or kick

factor for each mode, we need to use a structure with

more cavity periods and calculate the wake fields in a

longer distance in our calculation, but this is limited

by the computer capability. The more the cavity pe-

riods used, the longer the distance of the wake field

to be calculated, and the more the CPU time needed,

the higher the requirement to the computer capabi-

lity.

3) In Section 3.4, we found the kick factors of

cavity modes with lower frequencies calculated by

ABCI are higher than those calculated by the pill-box

method and MAFIA, but in Fig. 5 the amplitude of

the wake field calculated by ABCI is not very higher

than those calculated by the other two methods. This

is because the detuning effect of the frequency spread

for each synchronous mode in ABCI has exceeded the

effect of the overestimation of the kick factor. On

the other hand, the amplitude of the wake field cal-

culated by MAFIA is truly a little higher than those

calculated by the pill-box method, which is caused by

the difference of the calculated kick factors of cavity

modes with lower frequencies.

4.2 Middle long range wake field with s≫L

For middle long range wake field with L ≪ s ≪

βcTf , constant gradient structure can no longer be

regarded as a constant impedance structure, due to

the fact that both the detuning effect and the damp-

ing effect of the damping factor begin to be effective,

and the wake field might be damped to a lower level

quickly.

Because the cell dimensions differ from cell to

cell in the constant gradient accelerating structure,

we have to calculate the loss factor (or kick factor),

quality factor and resonant frequency for each cavity

mode of each cell in the calculation of middle long

range wake field with s ≫ L, which is a very big

and tedious job. However, we know the long range

wake fields in the conventional disk-loaded accelerat-

ing structures are dominated by the first several lon-

gitudinal modes and the first several dipole modes,

which have been verified by Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 when

s > 10L. So in this case we can only calculate the syn-

chronous cavity modes in the first several pass bands

for each cell, and substitute the results into Eqs. (4)

and (5), then average them according to the number

of the calculated cells to get the middle long range

wake field with s≫L.

The E module of MAFIA is used to calculate

the synchronous modes, the corresponding loss fac-

tors (or kick factors), and the quality factors of the

BEPC/ Linac’s accelerating structures. The lon-

gitudinal synchronous modes in the first seven pass

bands and transverse synchronous modes in the first

six pass bands are calculated. Fig. 7 shows the loss

factor and quality factor dependence on the frequency

of the longitudinal modes, Fig. 8 shows the kick fac-

tor and quality factor dependence on the frequency

of the transverse modes.

Fig. 7. Loss factor and quality factor depen-

dence on frequency.
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Fig. 8. Kick factor and quality factor depen-

dence on frequency.

Fig. 9. Middle long range wake potentials with

s≫L for BEPC/ Linac.

Substituting the calculated loss factors (or kick

factors), frequencies and quality factors into Eqs. (4)

and (5), and averaging them according to the num-

ber of calculated cells, we can get the middle long

range longitudinal and transverse wake potentials

with s≫L shown in Fig. 9.

One can see that the longitudinal wake potential

damps very slowly, while the transverse wake poten-

tial damps very fast. This is due to the fact that

the dominated longitudinal mode is the accelerating

mode, and all of the cells have the same frequency

for this mode. So the damping of the longitudinal

fundamental mode only relies on the damping fac-

tor, which is very small. But for the transverse wake

potential, the frequency of each dipole mode in ev-

ery cell is different from that of each dipole mode in

the other cells, i.e., every dipole mode has detuning

effect, so the detuning effect of the transverse wake

potential is very large.

5 Super long range wake field

Super long range wake field is defined to be the

wake field in the region of s ∼ βcTf . For the super

long range wake field, besides the detuning effect of

the high order modes and the damping effect of the

damping factor, another damping effect related to the

group velocity of the cavity modes needs to be con-

sidered, so the equations representing the wake func-

tions need to be modified. It is worth to point out

that the damping effect related to the group velocity

mentioned in this section is not the group velocity ef-

fect on the calculation of loss factor, which is given

in Eq. (3). In Eq. (3), the group effect can only affect

the calculation of loss factor, and cannot damp the

wake fields as increasing the s.

Actually, the wake fields are not stationary after

they are induced in disk-loaded structures. The be-

havior of the wake fields is just like that of a travel-

ing wave, travelling forward or backward to the out-

put coupler or input coupler with the corresponding

group velocity. If they travel backward and get to the

input coupler, they will be reflected and then travel

forward to the output coupler. Anyway, they will get

to the output coupler finally, and be absorbed by the

load installed at the end of the structure, and then

the amount of wake fields’ energy left in the struc-

ture will be decreased. The absorption of wake fields
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into the load can be considered as the damping effect

related to the group velocity.

5.1 Super long range longitudinal wake field

When s∼ βcTf, the contribution of the high order

modes with frequencies higher than the fundamental

mode to the longitudinal wake field is much smaller

than that of the fundamental mode due to the de-

tuning effect and the group velocity effect. We can

consider the group velocity effect only on the funda-

mental mode and not on the other modes in the cal-

culation of super long range longitudinal wake field.

So when s is almost equal to βcTf , there should be no

any longitudinal wake fields in the disk-loaded struc-

ture if the trapped modes are not considered. In fact,

the contribution of the trapped modes to the longi-

tudinal wake field is very small compared with the

longitudinal fundamental mode.

For a constant gradient structure, if a bunch tra-

verses through the structure at time t = 0, then at

time t = s/c the wake field of the fundamental mode

will travel a distance of z0
[15]

,

z0 = Ls

1−e
2sτ

βcTf

1−e−2τ
, (9)

where τ is the attenuation coefficient, Ls the length

of the whole structure. Therefore, at time t = s/c,

we can think the wake field of the fundamental mode

only exists in z0 < z < Ls of the accelerating structure.

If only the group velocity effect on the fundamental

mode is considered, we can add a factor related to

Eq. (9) in the fundamental mode part of Eq. (4), and

then the super long range longitudinal wake field can

be written as

W||(s) = 2k01e
−

ω01s

2Q01βc cos

(

ω01s

βc

)

(

1−
1−e

2sτ
βcTf

1−e−2τ

)

+

∑

n>1

2k0ne
−

ω0ns

2Q0nβc cos

(

ω0ns

βc

)

. (10)

With Eq. (10) and MAFIA calculation results for

the longitudinal synchronous modes in the first sev-

eral pass bands of each cell, the super long range lon-

gitudinal wake field for BEPC/ Linac’s accelerating

structure can be obtained and shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Super long range longitudinal wake

field for BEPC/ Linac with τ = 0.57, β = 1

and Tf = 0.83µs.

5.2 Super long range transverse wake field

For the super long range transverse wake field,

although one can use the same method as that for

the longitudinal wake field, it will also be a tedious

job. Fortunately, due to the large detuning effects of

all the transverse modes, the transverse wake field

has already damped to a very low level near zero

with the super large value of s, which can be seen

from Fig. 9. In addition, the long range transverse

wake field is dominated by the dipole modes in the

first several pass bands of the disk-loaded structures,

and the beam phase velocities of the synchronous

modes in the first pass band are very close to π mode,

whose group velocity is 0 in the pass band of TM110

mode. So the group velocities of the synchronous

dipole modes in the first pass band can be considered

to be 0, and the method used to calculate the mid-

dle long range transverse wake field with s ≫ L can

still be used to calculate the super long range trans-

verse wake field, i.e., the damping effect related to

the group velocity can be neglected in the calculation

of super long range transverse wake field. Of course,

if we neglect the damping effect related to the group

velocity in the calculation, there must be some differ-

ence between the calculated and the real super long

range transverse wake field, but the difference must

be in the acceptable range.

Neglecting the group velocity effect on all of the

dipole modes, one can obtain the super long range

transverse wake field for BEPC/, shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Super long range transversal wake field

for BEPC/ Linac.

6 Summary

Using analytical methods and various computer

codes, the ways to evaluate the longitudinal and

transverse wake fields of constant gradient structures

are studied and analyzed, and the expression of the

super long range longitudinal wake field is first given.

In addition, the wake field calculation results for

the BEPC/ Linac’s disk-loaded structures are also

given, which will be used in the beam dynamics stud-

ies of two bunch acceleration on the BEPC/ Linac

and discussed in the future papers.

The authors would like to thank Prof. Jie Gao

from IHEP for his very helpful advices.
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